Critical Analysis of the Rotation Arc and Aesthetical Positioning of the Tram-flap in Breast Reconstructions
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ABSTRACT

This study aims at facilitating the understanding of the torsion process applied to the whole vascular pedicle which nourishes the island of abdominal dermal-adipose tissue at the moment in which it is shaped in the thoracic compartment of the previous mastectomy to create a new breast. Since the original works published about the utilization of myocutaneous flaps in breast reconstructions, we have not observed any references to the care which must be taken to apply the least aggressive possible approach to the unipedicle or bipedicles which warrant the arterial and venous circulation of this flap. By means of foam models, we have displayed exactly what happens in vivo, and their visual correlation with the corresponding surgical times. The bilateral flap presents a tridimensional behaviour quite different from the unilateral one, with more limited possibilities for a good shaping. All positions were easily identified, permitting a better understanding of those which present greater or smaller circulatory risk for the flap. We have finally understood the reason for some superficial losses in flaps which seemed so well nourished, frequently of a venous nature. This study purpose was sedimentating the tram-flap safest positions in breast reconstructions, by means of a greater understanding of the muscular pedicle rotation arc and torsions.
INTRODUCTION

Since the original works first published by authors like HOLMSTRÖM, HARTRAMPF, DREAVER, VIEIRA, CHVEID and KOGUT (1, 2, 3, 4), we have not found any references in the literature about circulatory problems caused by possible torsions of the rectoabdominal vascular pedicle at the moment of the shaping to which this whole assemblage is submitted so that we can obtain a new breast. Complications are always associated to vascular problems possibly caused by excessive devascularization of the muscle, inadequate sectioning of the upper epigastric artery, hematomas and infections, or even to unexpected anatomical variations. These causes can really lead to some form of unsuccessful outcome, but quite frequently we can observe some immediate degree of cyanosis on the flap, which alerts us about some abnormality at the vascular territory, especially the venous one, without any specific cause. Putting the flap back to its original position on the abdomen, we verify that the microcirculation stabilizes and the flap is preserved. Observing such a phenomenon, we started to believe that the complete turn of 180° plus two torsions of the muscular vascular pedicle at the level of the perforating vessels could contribute in some way to this structural blood flow interruption. This fact could depend on some factors related to the muscular anatomy itself, like its width and length, as well as on some patients’ own characteristics as brevitypes or longitypes or a receptor area more or less damaged by the previous mastectomy.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

We have prepared three basic foam molds. The first represents the whole abdominal island with the two muscles; the second represents the hemiabdomen with its corresponding muscle for contralateral transposition and the third the hemiabdomen with its muscle for homolateral transposition. Based on widely discussed criteria about vascular territories and their dominances, we have numbered the abdominal island cutaneous areas as follows:

- **Area 1** – the one which corresponds to the periumbilical perforating vessels;
- **Area 2** – the one which corresponds to the homolateral neighbouring area;
- **Area 3** – the one which corresponds to the contralateral neighbouring area;
- **Area 4** – the one which corresponds to the contralateral extremity.

Such a numerical sectorization corresponds to the vascular importance in the cutaneous island relative to the perforating vessels of the unilateral rectoabdominal. When we use the bilateral flap, this sectorization will present only areas 1 and 2 for each muscle.

Bilateral Mold

We have submitted this assemblage to an upward motion at 180° exactly as it happens during the surgical procedure, verifying the first torsion. Next, we positioned the foam island (abdomen) outward with the navel transversally upward (position 2112), detecting the second torsion. We started to submit the whole island to a clockwise rotation motion, bringing it to an oblique and vertical position and identifying the effect on the pedicle. From this moment on, we proceeded the motion bringing the island back to an horizontal position, but with the navel downward and the contralateral muscle passing in front of the homolateral one, which means these muscles were not parallel anymore and positioned themselves in a third torsion. This third torsion, however, may also be obtained by a motion in the opposite direction and, in this circumstance, the contralateral muscle will pass under the homolateral one. This whole process was performed for a right side mastectomy. For a left side mastectomy, the whole described process will be reversed, which means that it is with the anticlockwise rotation that the contralateral muscle passes in front of the homolateral one.

Contralateral Unilateral Mold

The first torsion is detected also at the 180° motion. The second torsion occurs when we position the island flap outward, establishing the position 312 in which the navel turns downward. This position can be obtained with a rotation both in one direction and in the opposite one. However, if we position the navel upward, the transversal position 213 is obtained. We may obtain several intermediary positions moving obliquely the island clockwise (right side mastectomy) or anticlockwise (left side mastectomy).
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Fig. 1. Foam model for contralateral rotation.

Fig. 1. Modelo em espuma para rotação contralateral.

Fig. 2. Upward rotation for position 312. Internal rotation.

Fig. 2. Rotação superior para a posição 312. Rotação interna.

Fig. 3. Upward rotation for position 312. External rotation.

Fig. 3. Rotação superior para a posição 312. Rotação externa.

Fig. 4. Upward rotation for position 213. Transverse. Dangerous.

Fig. 4. Rotação superior para a posição 213. Transversa. Perigosa.

Fig. 5. Upward rotation for position 213. Oblique. It undoes the torsion behind the flap.

Fig. 5. Rotação superior para a posição 213. Obliqua. Desfaz a torção atrás do retalho.

Fig. 6. Foam model for homolateral rotation. It starts on position 312.

Fig. 6. Modelo em espuma para rotação homolateral. Inicia na posição 312.

Fig. 7. Upward rotation for position 213. External or internal rotation.

Fig. 7. Rotação superior para a posição 213. Rotação externa ou interna.

Fig. 8. Visual correspondence in vivo.

Fig. 8. Correspondência visual in vivo.

Fig. 9. Upward rotation for position 312 without torsion behind the flap.

Fig. 9. Rotação superior para a posição 312 sem torção atrás do retalho.
Homolateral Unilateral Mold

The first torsion is also verified at the 180° motion. With the second torsion the island flap turns outward, which happens both in one direction and in the opposite one, and the navel turns downward. This is the transverse position 213. If the navel is positioned upward, the transverse position 312 is obtained. As it happens in the contralateral case, both positions may be submitted to several oblique motions.

DISCUSSION

Verifying in the foam model what happens next to the muscle, we can get a perfect tridimensional view of the whole assemblage and of the structural possibilities of the island flap several possible positions. The first torsion occurs systematically in all groups and corresponds to the muscle base next to the costal grid at the upper epigastric artery outlet. In spite of being at 180°, it is smoothly performed and do not cause any hindrance to the mold adaptation; the same phenomenon automatically occurs in vivo. In such a position, when we exteriorize the island flap out of the thorax, it will be turned inward. At this moment we can detect clear differences between what occurs with the bilateral and the unilateral flaps. With the bilateral mold, to turn the umbilical scar downward, it is enough to turn the whole assemblage to one direction or to the other. We have observed that this can be accomplished positioning the contralateral muscle behind or in front of the homolateral one. With this procedure, the skin (foam) island is exteriorized and the navel turns downward. If the rotation positions the contralateral muscle behind the homolateral one, we achieve a better reach for the extremity, which will go to the infraclavicular and axillary area – which means a better obliquity. If the contralateral muscle passes in front of the homolateral one, however, its positioning behind the homolateral muscle is preferable.

Using the contralateral unilateral mold, we observe that, exteriorizing the skin with the navel turned downward, the position 312 is obtained without any muscular “elbow” at the perforating vessels area, and we can perform clockwise and anticlockwise oblique positionings, depending on the case (for the left side deformities). The same principle applies to the right side defects, but for them the position must be the 213 one. With the contralateral muscle, we observe that the areas 3 and 1 are always medially positioned on the thorax and may easily fill the new breast lower portions which will provide the whole mammary cone, without losing height for the axillary and infraclavicular area. These positions 312 and 213 are obtained by the mere complete rotation of the island flap which was turned inward, both to the left and to the right. The area 2 remains compulsorily turned upward and/or outward. However, if we exteriorize the skin (foam) island with the navel positioned upward, it will mean the position 213 for a left side deformity and 312 for a right side defect. Thus we once more obtain a dangerous muscular “elbow” next to the perforating vessels, but this “elbow” may be undone by oblique motions in accordance with the case characteristics. In the case of a right side homolateral muscle, exteriorizing the island flap with the navel turned downward we get the position 213, without any “elbow”, but with the largest tissue volume at the lateral portions of the new breast. As the reach is much greater, however, we may apply oblique motions to obtain several possible positionings. If we opt for the navel turned upward we get the position 312, in which the
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Fig. 10. In vivo.

Fig. 11. In vivo.

Fig. 12. Foam model for bilateral rotation. It starts on position 2112.

Fig. 13. Verticalized upward rotation. Muscles in a parallel position without torsion.

Fig. 14. Oblique upward rotation. Muscles in a parallel position without torsion.

Fig. 15. Transverse upward rotation with the navel turned upward. Dangerous. Pedicle torsion in "knee" behind the flap.

Fig. 16. Upward rotation with the navel turned downward. The contralateral muscle passes behind the homolateral one. Greater reach at the armpit.

Fig. 17. Upward rotation with the navel turned downward. The contralateral muscle passes in front of the homolateral one. Reduced reach at the armpit.
muscular “elbow” occurs again and has to be undone; in this case, the oblique motion must be performed with the area 2 turned upward and outward. This is an excellent position which provides easy shaping; however, the flap reach is slightly reduced, which does not represent a limiting factor. With the unilateral flaps, we must consider the umbilical scar positioning as an important factor in the future shaping of the new breast; in such cases, we often work with less tissue and eventually leave the scar exposed, which means we do not bury it under the thorax skin similarly to what occurs with the bilateral flaps. In such contingencies it is always preferable to leave the scar turned downward, aiming at a future refinement.

CONCLUSION

The tridimensional interpretation in foam molds for the several positionings and rotation arcs of the tram-flap has provided us the following observations:

For the bilateral rectoabdominal:

1. A greater reach is obtained if the homolateral extremity is superolaterally positioned;
2. The contralateral muscle must pass behind the homolateral one when the option is for the umbilical scar turned downward;
3. When the contralateral muscle passes in front of the homolateral one, with the umbilical scar turned downward, it limits the reach of the extremity at the armpit;
4. The flap with the umbilical scar turned downward determines a compulsory intercrossing of the muscular bands;
5. The flap with the navel turned upward, when transverse, determines a dangerous muscular “elbow” at the level of the perforating vessels;
6. The most adequate tridimensional position is that in which the muscles remain in a parallel positioning with an obliquity of the perforating vessels area, and the navel is superointernally positioned, with the homolateral extremity turned upward;
7. The umbilical scar must not be considered by itself in the choice of the best aesthetical position, for it may result in the pedicle strangling and future venous suffering;
8. The option for the umbilical scar turned downward must be performed with the contralateral muscle passing behind the homolateral one;
9. The first and second muscle torsions are not enough to cause vascular insufficiency; what causes it is the “elbow” formation at the perforating vessels area, or the forced crossing of the muscular bands.

For the contralateral unilateral rectoabdominal:

1. A more limited reach as compared with the homolateral one;
2. The navel turned downward causes the areas 3 and 1 to be medially positioned on the thorax, therefore facilitating the shaping of the new breast, which needs more tissue at its lower portions;
3. The navel turned downward provides a better reach to the flap with no “elbow” at the perforating vessels area – exactly the opposite of what occurs when it is turned upward;
4. In addition to limiting the flap, the navel turned upward positions the areas 3 and 1 laterally, impairing the shaping.

For the homolateral unilateral rectoabdominal:

1. A greater reach on the thorax;
2. The navel turned downward positions the areas 3 and 1 at the lateral portions of the new breast, but without the formation of a vascular “elbow”;
3. The navel turned upward positions the areas 3 and 1 at the lower portions of the new breast, but with an “elbow” which must be undone by an oblique motion and the lateral positioning of the area 2;
4. Even with the navel turned upward – which determines the formation of a vascular “elbow” and shortens the reach – the shaping is always possible;
5. With the unilateral flaps in general, the navel turned downward must be considered at
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the shaping, for we often do not count on a sufficient tissue amount to bury it under the thoracic skin. In such circumstances the contralateral flap presents more advantages, in spite of a shorter reach.
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